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Introduction
1. The Task Force meeting for the operationalization of the Regional Food Security Reserve
(RFSR) in West Africa was held on 19 and 20 February 2014 in Abidjan/Republic of Côte
d’Ivoire.
2. Placed under the chairmanship of the ECOWAS Commissioner for Agriculture, Environment
and Water Resources, Dr. Lapodini Marc Atouga, the meeting brought together sixty
participants including delegates from ECOWAS, UEMOA and CILSS member countries,
managers of national bodies responsible for food security stocks management, experts and
staff members of sub-regional, regional or international cooperation agencies (ECOWAS,
CILSS, AFD, AECID, EU, SWAC/OECD, FAO, WFP, Hub Rural), representatives of Apex
organizations and NGOs (ROPPA, Bilital Maroobé Network, ROAC, APESS, OXFAM). See list of
participants in Annex 1.
3. Three (3) additional studies have been carried out as part of this operationalization, namely:
(i) Establishment of the RFSR Technical Management Unit, (ii) Establishment of the RFSR
Infostocks Unit and (iii) Establishment of contractual tools between the RFSR and Operators.
4. The overall objective of the meeting was to:
a) Debrief on results of studies in order to (i) gather suggestions and opinions of actors
involved in the RFSR, (ii) validate the technical aspects of the RFSR institutional
framework and (iii) propose concrete measures to accelerate the establishment of the
RFSR;
b) Share information on effective implementation of the RFSR: contributions from Member
States, the ECOWAS Commission and Technical and Financial Partners.
5. The themes on the agenda (see Annex 2) were presented by a group of consultants
(coordinated by the IRAM/AEDES/ISSALA/LARES Group as part of the PASANAO activities).
They focused on:
1. Establishment and operation of the RFSR Management Unit.
2. RFSR Infostocks Unit.
3. Contractual tools between the Regional Food Security Reserve and stakeholders (mode
of procurement, storage and conservation)
4. Modalities for releasing stocks from the Reserve (triggering modalities and Information
and Decision Support Products).
6. The meeting was also informed, through two presentations made by the ECOWAS Acting
Director of Agriculture and Rural Development, Mr. Alain Sy Traore, on the state of
implementation of the Regional Food Security Reserve by the Commission and on
intervention priorities from ECOWAS own resources in FY 2014. The meeting was facilitated
by Dr. Yamar MBodj, Hub Rural Executive Director.
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Opening ceremony
7. The opening ceremony noted a speech by the Commissioner for Agriculture, Environment
and Water Resources, Dr. Lapodini Marc Atouga.
8. In his opening speech, Dr. Lapodini Marc Atouga first welcomed all participants to the
Ivorian land. He recalled that ECOWAP considers strengthening security storage instruments
in the countries and establishing a Regional Food Security Reserve complementing the
national and community-based (local) stocks.
9. ECOWAS was joined in this effort by the G20 initiatives deployed in response to the global
food crisis of 2008 and the operating principles of the Regional Food Security Reserve were
adopted by the ECOWAS statutory Authorities following extensive consultations with States,
socio-professional actors, NGOs and Technical and Financial Partners of the ECOWAP.
10. He welcomed the initiative of UEMOA to support its member countries, all ECOWAS
members, in strengthening and coordinating national food security stocks through the
construction of warehouses, as well as CILSS’ initiative for the establishment of the Network
of Companies or Boards responsible for managing national food security stocks, through a
memorandum of cooperation signed between them.
11. He informed the meeting that the ECOWAS Commission has just implemented one of the key
recommendations made by the Conference of Heads of State and Government held on 27 and
28 February 2013 in Yamoussoukro. This Conference has adopted the Additional Act
establishing the Regional Food Security Reserve within ECOWAS; therefore, the ECOWAS
Commission has made available to the RFSR an initial endowment of US $ 24 million to
accelerate its implementation, starting this year 2014.
12. The Commissioner explained that several technical and financial Partners, including the
European Union, the Spanish Cooperation, the French Development Agency (AFD) have
programmed financial resources to support the deployment of the RFSR in the short term.
13. Before concluding his speech, the ECOWAS Commissioner recalled the meeting objectives
and expressed his gratitude to the Agence Française de Développement, the European Union,
the Spanish Cooperation and USAID for their constant and multifaceted support and to all
those who have contributed in one way or another to the holding of this meeting.
Conclusions and recommendations
14. The meeting reviewed the consultants’ proposals on modalities for the operationalization of
the Regional Food Security Reserve, based on the decisions made by the ECOWAS statutory
bodies who took an additional act sanctioning the creation of this regional reserve.
Participants commended the work and discussed the various proposals.
A. Governance and institutional arrangements
The presentation focused on the governance arrangements, including the process of
review and decision making and the technical arrangements, with the establishment of
the Technical Management Unit for the Reserve (TMUR).
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Participants recommended the following:
- Ensure that the system chosen complies with the ECOWAP guidelines in terms of
orientation device, steering, and decision, etc, as well as measures already adopted
(especially the regulation establishing the RAAF and the guide to its operation);
- Ensure that the system chosen takes the minimal time possible to enable fast
operationalization, which does not require new procedures;
- Ensure that ECOWAS can internalize the system within the RAAF;
- Ensure that the system ensures rapid decision and response, while respecting the
principles of independence, fairness, etc.;
- Ensure that close links are established with the national and local levels and that all
stakeholders are involved, while respecting the respective roles and responsibilities of each
stakeholder.
B. Establishment of the Info-stocks Unit
The presentation focused on the configuration and functions of the Info-stocks Unit,
which is a decision support unit for the RFSR Management Committee.
Participants highlighted some differences between the document submitted to the meeting and
the content of the oral presentation. They pointed out the importance of positioning the InfoStock Unit on decision support, while drawing from the many existing regional and national
information systems, including information provided by producer organisations, civil society
organisations, etc. Finally, participants hoped that the information and analyses needed to
arbitrate between the various response instruments are clearly included in the document.
The meeting recommends to:
- Align the text of the reference document on the content of the presentation, especially on the
Unit’s functions;
- Update some data, especially those relating to CILSS and WFP;
- Clearly define the functions of the Unit in terms of operational decision support to the
Management Committee, using information generated by the public information systems and
stakeholders, and to avoid duplication;
- Strengthen information systems and mechanisms to improve availability and quality of
information, including information systems developed by farmer organisations, and networks of
community-based (local) stocks.
C. Terms of procurement
The presentation focused on different ways of supplying the physical reserve.
Participants recognised that the four terms of procurement (direct purchases, tenders, futures
contracts, takeover bids) are all relevant. At the end of their discussion, they recommended to:
- Give priority to direct purchases from producer organisations, in line with the objectives to
encourage production and support the structuring of producer organisations for collection,
storage and marketing;
- Work closely with national structures to optimize procurement and avoid market disruptions;
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- Articulate the purchasing policy of the reserve with the support that must be delivered by
other development programmes of production, processing and marketing; which will ensure
consistency and full effectiveness of the whole;
- Do not forget the “animal feed” dimension which seeks to preserve the livelihoods of
pastoralists and herders and will require the mobilization of the financial reserve.
D. Contracting procedures regarding food storage and preservation
The presentation defined concrete modalities for choosing to contract out the functions of
food reception, quality control, storage and preservation with national institutions in
charge of management of security stocks.
Participants shared their experiences in contracting for the management of stocks. They hoped
that such experiences can be promoted as much as possible. They recalled:
- the importance of making a call for proposals for contracting the storage before initiating the
first purchases;
- The extreme importance of issues related to quality control (performed by national services
and the external control firm) to consumer safety, reduce losses to a minimum incompressible
and avoid disputes amongst stakeholders;
- The need, therefore, to explore the issue of the management of the different types of risks
incurred;
- The need to address the issue of food transit at seaports and customs and port laws;
- The need to gradually harmonise management procedures and protocols for the maintenance
of stocks; an aspect that could be usefully managed by RESOGEST.
E. Procedures for releasing stocks from the Regional Reserve and decision support to
the Management Committee
The presentation focused on two aspects. First, it outlined the consultants’ proposals on
modalities to trigger the RFSR, following requests from countries. Then, it proposed
decision support products that the Info-stocks Unit should develop in order to inform the
decisions of the Management Committee for RFSR procurements as well as interventions.
Participants agreed that the work which was presented further enlightens the feasibility study
on how to trigger the RFSR. Participants recognised that the Reserve is a collective construction
that must be tested and assessed to adjust the modalities progressively. Similarly, they
recognised that the RFSR operations (purchases and interventions) should be guided by a
combination of triggers based on information from food security information systems and more
qualitative analyses. They drew attention to the risks of destabilization of community-based
stocks (local) by stock turnover operations.
Participants recommended to:
- Confirm, through an ECOWAS regulation, that the Harmonised Framework is a unifying and
consensual tool that provides concise and complete information on the food, nutrition and
pastoral situation. In this respect, it must be privileged and strengthened, especially at the
country level where it should be systematized and make more reliable those information
systems feeding Harmonised Framework indicators;
– Complement the information provided by the Harmonised Framework with other indicators
and other dimensions of the analysis to provide decision support tools to the Management
Committee (management of procurement, triggering of interventions/choice of methods);
- Relativize the use of cereal balance sheet that does not sufficiently account for the market
situation and cannot be used for non-Sahelian countries;
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- Systematically compare “objective” data generated by the information systems with the
experience and cross them with the qualitative analysis, etc.;
- consider the importance of logistic and transportation issues, including issues raised by border
crossing, transit issues, etc;
- Systematically develop contingency plans and response plans in countries so as to make them
the basis for the dialogue about responses between the different stakeholders, and the basis for
determining the contribution of the Regional Reserve;
- Consider other relevant instruments in response to crises such as cash transfers when
mobilizing the financial reserve and, therefore, introduce more diverse criteria relating to
economic analysis and allowing guiding the choice of instruments;
- Develop an operational proposal in relation to pastoral crises. This should go beyond the issue
of animal feed within the Reserve and involve the entire pastoral crisis prevention-management
dimension and, more broadly, the whole issue of pastoral development;
- Harmonise standards for cereal quality to promote the regional market and the movement of
food from the Reserve within the region.
Finally, participants raised several concerns:
-

The need to define precise rules for the mobilization of the financial reserve so as to
meet the diverse needs of countries and mobilize, in a balanced and complementary
manner, the two tools, namely the physical stock and the financial reserve;
The need to improve the assessment of pastoral crises, incorporating elements
associated with safety and mobility;
The issue of barriers to trade between countries, which can significantly delay the
mobilization of food and affect the speed and impact of the Regional Reserve. States shall
take effective measures to ensure the free movement of food, especially in times of crisis;
The importance of implementing the overall security storage strategy, including the
other lines of defence and including networking of community-based (local) stocks;
The importance of quickly developing all ECOWAP tools and especially the RAAF and the
Regional Fund, and build capacities of the various categories of actors involved to
support the deployment of such tools.

F. ECOWAS’ budget allocation for the RFSR
The ECOWAS Commission presented the approach and priorities that it seeks to promote,
namely:




Establishment of the Reserve to ensure the region’s sovereignty: recruitment of TMUR
staff, equipment, setting up of Management Committee, etc.;
Execution of initial purchases for the physical reserve;
Constitution of part of the financial reserve.

At the end of the deliberations, participants commended the Commission and encouraged it to
quickly engage the initial actions.
Before declaring the meeting closed, the ECOWAS Commissioner thanked all technical and
financial partners for their continued support.
Done in Abidjan, 20 February 2014.
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Annex 1: List of participants

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS / LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

PAYS /
COUNTRY
BENIN
BURKINA
FASO

CAP VERT
COTE
D’IVOIRE

NOM / NAME

SONG-NABA
WINDMANEGUEDA
DG SONAGESS
BERTE BOURAHIMA
Directeur de la Gestion des
Stocks et du SIM
BERTHE LANCIMA
Président CIR-B
KONATE SALIFOU
Membre Equipe Rédaction
Outils
BOLY ALIOU
Consultant
BADO JEROME
Expert Gouvernance
ANA SANTOS
DIRECTRICE ARFA
ANON BERTIN
Directeur Productions
Vivrières et Sécurité
Alimentaire

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

SONAGESS

Tel :+226-50312805
Email :wjustinsongnaba@yahoo.fr

SONAGESS

Tel : +226-70816283
Email : zerpon_org@yahoo.fr

COMITE
INTERPROFESSIONNEL SE
RIZ
CONSULTANT CEDEAO

Tel:+226-70335327
Email:cirb01@yahoo.fr

AFRICA-LEAD
USAID-ACCRA
CONSULTANT CEDEAO

Tel :+233-203791827
Email :aliouboly@hotmail.com
Tel :+226-76676718
Email :jbado@cana-dei.com
Tel :+238-2626457
Email :anac.santos@anfa.gov.cv
Tel :+225-07687194 /20222481
Email :anonbertin@yahoo.fr

Min. Tourisme, Industrie et
l’Elevage
Ministère de l’Agriculture

Tel :+226-70253517
Email :salifkonate@hotmail.com

GAMBIA
GHANA

ERIC OSEI-OWUSU
CEO

National Food Buffer Stock

Tel:+233-244062003
Email:eoseiowusu911@gmail.com

DERVE A. WEEKS
Executive Director – Food
Security

Ministry of Agriculture

Tel:+231-884517134, 777517134
Email:tetadee0719@gmail.com

TANKARI ISSA
Directeur Gestion des Stocks
IBRAH ABDOU
SG/OPVN
ALEBODE ISEDU

OPVN

Tel :+227-96965208
Email :issatankari@yahoo.fr
Tel :+227-20735168
Email :ibrah_abdou@yahoo.fr
Tel:+234-8059610851
Email: a_isedu@yahoo.com
Tel :+221-776397945
Email :issaseye@yahoo.fr

GUINEE
GUINEEBISSAU
LIBERIA
MALI
NIGER

NIGERIA
SENEGAL

Lieutenant Colonel SEYE
ISSA
AL HASSAN CISSE
Chargé de programme
Lieutenant Colonel ALY
MAR
Directeur

OPVN
Federal Ministry of
Agriculture
Consultant CEDEAO

OXFAM

Tel +221-338593700
Email : alaisse@oxfam.org.uk

Commissariat à la Sécurité
Alimentaire

Tel :+221-774502346
Email :
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PAYS /
COUNTRY
SIERRA
LEONE

NOM / NAME

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

TOGO
MAURITANIE

CHEIKH SIDTAHNER
BOUD BOUD
Directeur des Stocks

Commissariat à la Sécurité
Alimentaire

Tel :+222-45256994
Email :chsidtaher@yahoo.fr

ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES ET REGIONALES/INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL ORGANISATIONS

PAYS /
COUNTRY

CEDEAO/EC
OWAS

CILSS

NOM / NAME

INSTITUTIONS

ADRESSE / ADDRESS

DR LAPODINI MARC
ATOUGA
Commissaire chargé de
l’Agriculture, de
l’Environnement et des
Ressources en Eau
SALIFOU OUSSEINI
Directeur Exécutif
TRAORE SY ALAIN
Directeur ai ADR

Commission de la
CEDEAO

Tel. +234 (0) 8030726699
E-mail : lapo_atouga@yahoo.fr

CEDEAO /ARAA

Dr. Yacouba SANON
Expert PRIA /PNIA
KONATE AMADOU
MACTAR
Coordonnateur PASANAO
PIERRE HAAS
Assistant Technique
MKOUONGA Francois
Honore
Conseiller Sécurité
Alimentaire
ZONGO MOHAMED
Chef Unité Admin/Fin

ECOWAS Commission

Tel+228-98282632
Email :osboube@yahoo.fr
Tel. +234 8032596402
E-Mail: syalaintraore@yahoo.fr
satraore@ecowas.int
E-mail : ysanon@ecowas.int,
sanouyacouba@yahoo.fr
Tel +228)9898718
Email :konatemactar@gmail.com

MASSIMO MARTINI
Assistant technique
Permanent PASANAO
YERIMA BORGUI
Chargé Prog. PASANAO
Mrs. Nkoyo F. ECHABOR
Bilingual Secretary
OKAFOR OKEKE
Accountant
BERTHA OFORI
Protocol Assistant
Dr DJIME ADOUM
Secrétaire Exécutif
HAMADOUN
MAHALMOUDOU
COORD. PRA/SA-LCD POP
Mme MATY BA DIAO
Chef du Département
Information et Recherche
SUBSOL
Conseiller Technique

CEDEAO/ARAA

ECOWAS Commission

CEDEAO /ARAA

ECOWAS Commission

Tel +234)8034163090
Email :pierre.haas.ecowas@gmail.com

ECOWAS Commission

Tel: +234 810 018 7918
Email:francoishonore.mkouonga@wfp.org

CEDEAO/ARAA

Tel :+228-98292625
Email :zongomoha@yahoo.fr,
mzongo_araa@ecowas.int
Email : massimo_martini_56@yahoo.it

CEDEAO/ARAA
ECOWAS Commission

Tel :+228-97344747
Email :nyerima_araa@ecowas.int
Tel. +234 (0) 8033302233
E-mail : nkoa8@yahoo.com

ECOWAS Commission
ECOWAS Commission
CILSS/SE

Tel :+226-70207577
Email :djime.adoum@cilss.bf

CILSS/SE

Tel +226) 70336946
Email :mahalmoudou.hamadoun@cilss.bf

CILSS/ AGRHYMET

Tel :+227-20315316/90203873
Email :m.badiao@agrhymet.ne

CILSS/ AGRHYMET

Tel :+227-91485568
Email :s.subsol@agrhymet.ne
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HUB RURAL

ROPPA

ROAC
AFAO
WAWA
RESEAU
BILLITAL
MAROOBE
APESS

HOUSSOU ECTOR SEDAR
Expert en Sécurité
Alimentaire
MOUSSA CISSE
Coordonnateur PRA
MBODJ YAMAR
Directeur Exécutif

BAGNA DJIBO
Président

ROPPA

CHEIKH MOUHAMADY
CISSOKHO
Président d’Honneur
OUEDRAOGO OUSSEINI
Chargé de Programme
SANON SOUMAILA
Président
KHADY FALL TALL
Présidente régionale
DODO BOUREIMA
Secrétaire Permanent

SWITZERLA
ND

GABRIEL VILLARRUBIA
Assistant Technique
EGGENBERGER MARTIN
Conseiller Régional

OXFAM
PAM/WFP

HUB RURAL
HUB RURAL

ESPAGNE/S
PAIN

ITALIE/ITA
LY
UE/EU

CILSS/SE

PAPA ALASSANE MBAYE
Chargé de Communication

DR IBRAHIMA ALIOU
SECRETAIRE GENERAL
Sibiri Jean ZOUNDI
Principal Administrator
CUZON JEAN RENE
Chef de Projet Division ARB
HUMBERT GABRIELLE
Project Attaché
COSTE JEROME
CHARGE DE
PROGRAMME/IRAM
ROGER BLEIN
Consultant
BEGONIA RUBIO
Coord. Prog. Reg. CEDEAO

FRANCE

CILSS/SE

DE CAO GIANPIETRO
MEERT STEPHANE
Conseiller Gouvernance
Economie
HEBIE AMADOU
Chargé de Programme
GABRIEL PONS
Advisor
GIANLUCA FERRERA
Représentant Resident
Jean Martin Bauer
JACQUES COLLIGNON
Head Logisitics Service

ROPPA
ROPPA
ROAC
AFAO-WAWA
RESEAU BILLITAL
MAROOBE
APESS
SWAC / OECD
AFD/Paris
AFD/Abuja

Tel :+226-50413725 /65999071
Email :ector.houssou@cilss.bf
Tel :+226-50374125, 50374127
Email :moussa.cisse@cilss .bf
Tel:(+221)338699640
Email: yamarm@hubrural.org
Dakar
Tel :(+221)338699640
Email :alassanem@hubrural.org
Niamey
Tel:+227-96019549
Email: bagna_djibo@yahoo.fr
Tel:+221-775581455
Email:cncr@cncr.org
Tel :+226-50360825
Email :roppa2000@yahoo.fr
Tel:+226-70334094
Email : sanon-toggo@yahoo.fr
Tel +221)338646491
Email :afaosenegal@orange.sn
Tel :(+276)20741199
Email :billital@internet.ne
Tel:+226-50346636
Email.ibrahimaaliou@yahoo.fr
Tel. +33 1 45241982
E-mail : sibirijean.zoundi@oecd.org
Tel :+33-53443885
Email :cuzonjr@afd.fr
Tel :+234-8167070230
Email :humbertg@afd.fr

IRAM/ISSALA/LARES/A
EDES

Tel 33)144086767
Email :j.coste@iram.fr.org

IRAM/ISSALA/LARES/A
EDES
Agence Coopération
Internationale au
Développement
Coopération Espagnole

Tel :+33-630502594
Email :roger.blein@bureau-issala.com
Tel:+234-7035999462
Email :begonia.rubio@maec.es

COOPERATION SUISSE
BAMAKO

Tel :+
Email :gabriel.villarrubia@aecid.es
Tel:+223-76409884
Email:martin.eggenberger@

UNIONEUROPEENNE
EUROPAID BRUXELLES
UNION EUROPEENNE

Tel :+3222996956
Email :gianpietro.de-cao@ec.europa.eu
Tel :+
Email :stephane.meert@eeas.europa.eu

UNION EUROPEENNE

Tel :+226-70243404
Email :amadou.hebie@ec.europa.eu
Tel :+34-650649415
Email :gabrielpons@oxfam.internom.org
Tel :+225-22526301
Email :gianluca.ferrera@wfp.org
Email : jean.marin.bauer@wfp.org
Tel :+39455598935
Email :jacques.collignon@wfp.org

OXFAM
PAM
PAM
PAM
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Annex 2: Agenda
Date/Time

Heading

Remarks

Wednesday, 19 February 2014
08h00-09h00



09h00-09h15

Opening of the meeting

09h15-09h25
09h25-10h25

Installation of participants

-Opening speech by the ECOWAS/AEWR Commissioner, Mr.
Lapodini Marc Atouga
-Presentation objectives/expected results /agenda of the meeting,
by Amadou Mactar Konate, PASANAO/ARAA Coordionator
I-Update on the state of implementation of the Regional Food
Security Reserve, by the ECOWAS Director of Agriculture,
Mr. Alain Sy Traore, followed by questions of clarification

ECOWAS Secretariat
ECOWAS
Director
of
Agriculture, Mr. Alain Sy
Traore
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner

10h25-10h35

COFFEE/TEA BREAK

ECOWAS Secretariat

10h35-12h00

II-Establishment and operation of the RFSR Management Unit, by
the PASANAO Consultants, followed by discussions
III- Infostocks Unit, by PASANAO Consultants, followed by
discussions

ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS Secretariat

12h00-13h00
13h00-14h30

LUNCH

14h30-16h00

IV-Contract tools between the Regional Food Security Reserve
and stakeholders (method of supply, Storage, preservation), by
PASANAO Consultants, followed by discussions

16h00-16h15

COFFEE/TEA BREAK

16h15-18h00

IV-Contract tools between the Regional Food Security Reserve
and stakeholders, followed by discussions
Break for the day

18h00

ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS Secretariat
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner

Thursday 20 February 2014
09H00-11H00

V-Modalities for releasing food from the Reserve (triggering
modalities and Information Products and support for decisionmaking) by PASANAO Consultants, followed by discussions

11h00-11h15

COFFEE/TEA BREAK

11h15-13h00

V-Modalities for releasing food from the Reserve, followed by
discussions

13h00-14h30

LUNCH

14h30-16h00

VI-Information on Priorities of ECOWAS resource allocation for
Member States, by the ECOWAS Director of Agriculture, Mr.
Alain Sy Traore, followed by questions of clarification

16h00-16h15

COFFEE/TEA BREAK

16h15-16h45

VII-Wrap-up and statement of conclusions, by Dr. Yamar
MBodj, Executive Director of Hub rural
Closing of the meeting

16h45-17h00

ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS Secretariat

ECOWAS Secretariat
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS Secretariat
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
ECOWAS/AEWR
Commissioner
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